
Bio – Silvana Tabacchi  

 I was born in a little town called Mammola, in the Province of Reggio Calabria, Italy, the fourth child at 

the time. I believe my tactile interests stemmed from there. My mom did knitting, crocheting, 

embroidery, needlepoint, sewing, spinning and weaving. When I was four years old we moved to the 

United States. Brooklyn, New York, to be exact. Jobs in Italy were scarce and my father left behind all of 

his family to find a construction job in America where my mom’s family had already emigrated to. A few 

years later, another sibling was born and we became a family of 7.   

I was always fascinated by the beautiful things my mom made us and would watch her teach my two 

sisters all of her crafts. As I got a little older (around the age of 8), I too learned. For me, crocheting was 

easier than knitting and sewing, and so I continued on with that and returned to knitting again, only 

more recently, within the last 6 years.  I remember how engrossed my mom would get in her projects, 

and I experience that same feeling now. It truly is satisfying. 

I still have relatives in Italy, and on a trip back, my cousins and I were sharing things we had made.  I was 

so happy to see how we had that passion in common. Through the years, I began creating my own 

designs, but never wrote out the patterns. I was happy with just having “an original.” My daughter wore 

many dresses I had crocheted for her as a child, her dolls were always well dressed, and my boys 

enjoyed their vests.  

There are so many great patterns out there too, that now I am overwhelmed with what to make. One 

year, I decided that I would try to work on something every day, whether knitting or crocheting. I 

challenged myself to do this for a month. Ha ha, now if I don’t get my fix in (years later), I feel like I 

didn’t accomplish anything that day. I started a Facebook page with all of my work, just for myself, 

mostly, but now have gotten a good following.  I am always happy to share my work to those that 

appreciate it. You can check it all out at:  https://www.facebook.com/craftynonna. Yes, I am now a 

grandma and enjoy making things for the grands. 

I have also joined so many crocheting and knitting groups, have taught crocheting to diverse age groups, 

and finally, started writing patterns.  I hope I can continue to do more.  I am grateful to have the backing 

of the CAL Crochet Along group to help me with the testing and pattern editing.  It is much appreciated! 

https://www.facebook.com/craftynonna

